Noteworthy
Riley Redgate
YA RED
Jordan, an Alto 2 in an
arts school, auditions
in her most convincing
drag for the all male a
-cappella group.

Also
on:

That
Inevitable
Victorian Thing
E.K. Johnston
YA JOH
In a Toronto where
the British Empire
never fell, three teens
discover a love that
will change the
monarchy.

Radio Silence

The 57 Bus

Alice Oseman

Dashka Slater

YA OSE
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Frances, caught
between who she was
and who she longs to
be, meets Aled, the
shy genius behind her
favourite podcast.
Drama ensues.

One teenager in a
skirt. One teenager
with a lighter. One
moment that changes
both of their lives.

Tash Hearts
Tolstoy

The Prince and
the
Dressmaker

Also
on:

Kathyrn Ormsbee
YA ORM
After a shout-out from
an Internet superstar
vlogger, Tash finds
herself thrust into the
limelight.
Also
on:

Jen Wang
YA WAN
Prince Sebastian hides
a secret: at night he
takes Paris by storm
as Lady Crystallia.

Alex as Well
Alyssa Brugman
YA BRU
Alex has male and
female body parts.
Though raised as a
boy, Alex decides to
live as a girl.

All out: the nolonger secret
stories of queer
teens
throughout the
ages

.

YA ALL
Diverse historical
fiction for teens from
17 YA authors across
the queer spectrum.

Dare Mighty
Things

Let's Talk
about Love

Heather Kaczynski

Claire Kann

YA KAC

YA KAN

Cassandra hopes to
travel to space. But
to win a spot, she
must compete
against the best
and brightest.

Alice struggles to tell
her crush that she is
secretly asexual, but
not aromantic without
it ending in heartache.
Also
on:

Double
Exposure

Mask of
Shadows

Bridget Birdsall

Linsey Miller

YA BIR

YA MIL

Alyx, raised as a boy,
is starting school as a
girl. With basketball
championships on the
line, is Alyx’ secret
safe?

Gender fluid Sal
auditions to become a
Queen’s assassin and
gain revenge on the
nobles who destroyed
their home.

Also
on:

Also
on:

Brooklyn,
Burning

Every Heart a
Doorway

None of the
Above

Dress Codes for Small Towns

Steve Brezenoff

Seanan McGuire

I.W. Gregorio

Courtney Stevens

YA BRE

YA MCG

YA GRE

YA STE

Kid loves Felix, but he
disappears. Then
Scout arrives, giving
Kid a second chance
at true love.

Recently returned
from the Underworld,
Eleanor must keep the
other wayward
children alive.

Kristin discovers she's
intersex. When her
school finds out, her
identity is thrown into
question.

Label-defying dynamo Billie works toward
understanding her sexuality upon realizing she
may be in love with two of her best friends.
Also
on:

Also
on:

